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Abstract
The parallel mechanism has become an alternative solution when micro manipulators
are demanded in the fields of micro manipulation and micro assembly. In this paper, a threeDegree-Of-Freedom (3-DOF) parallel micro manipulator is presented, which is directly driven
by three micro gas bubbles. Since the micro gas bubbles are generated and maintained due to
the surface tension between the gas and liquid media, the proposed novel system can be used
in the liquid environment which allows for rotation about X and Y axis and translation in Z
axis. In this paper, the conceptual design of micro gas bubble-based parallel manipulator is
introduced and the input/output characteristic of the actuator is analyzed in detail. The
kinematics model of the parallel micro manipulator is also established, based on which the
workspace and the system motion resolution are analyzed as a criteria and reference for future
prototype development.
1. Introduction
Micro-actuators and micro-sensors are currently mainly based on smart materials
which are typically able to induce movement based on electric field (e.g. piezoelectricity [13]), on magnetic field (e.g. magnetic shape memory alloy [4]) or temperature control (e.g.
thermal shape memory alloy [5-6]). Recently a new kind of actuators called fluidic flexible
actuators has been proposed in the centimeter scale [7-9]. They are based on the transduction
between a hydraulic or pneumatic energy P.V into a mechanical energy F.d through a flexible
membrane. The hydraulic or pneumatic energy easily delocalizes the control parameters (P,
V) far away from the transducer. This advantage seems to be relevant in the micro-scale
where space is usually highly limited. However, downsizing of these actuators is limited by
the miniaturization of the membrane confining the gas or liquid. This paper is proposing a
study on a micro-robot based on a new transducer between pneumatic energy and mechanical
energy where the membrane is simply obtained using the capillary interface between the gas
and a liquid [10, 11]. This capillary actuator is only relevant when the typical dimension is
lower than the capillary length which represents the length making the cut-off between gravity
effects and surface tension effects. This novel system is driven by equilibrium between the
compressibility of the gas and the capillary pressure induced by the curvature of the interface
and therefore has some original properties in term of actuation and sensing [10]. Moreover the
intrinsic and controllable compliance of the bubbles is a particularly interesting property in
order to compensate positioning errors in the packaging of fragile micro-systems. The
relevance of this actuation principle has been proved in practice and the concept of micro
bubble based parallel manipulator, i.e. several gas bubbles drive a common end-platform, also

has been validated in the previous works [11-12] as shown in Figure 1. This paper deals with
the performances of parallel micro-robots based on three capillary actuators.
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Figure 1. Lateral view of an example of parallel robot based on capillary actuation. Three bubbles are used to
actuate the micro-robot: (a) initial position; (b) vertical displacement; (c and d) rotational displacement

Parallel type micro-robot is a usual way to obtain multi-Degree-Of-Freedom with a
good repeatability. High precision parallel robot is marginally based on conventional
universal joints [13] and usually based on compliant joints [15-21], and marginally on active
joints based, for example, on SMA actuation [14]. In order to realize large workspace and
high precision simultaneity, dual actuation technique is also utilized in the parallel
mechanisms, in which two precision level actuators, for example, conventional motors and
piezoelectric stacks work as coarse and fine actuators respectively [22-24].
In the micro-scale, capillary forces are significant and they have been used to induce
micromanipulation or micro-actuation. In micro-fluidic, bubbles are currently used in several
ways: (i) acoustic oscillating bubbles enables controlled fluid flow around the bubble [25-28],
(ii) bubbles are used as actuator moving a mechanical compliant system [29] or closing a
micro-channel [30], (iii) bubbles are used as a compliant kinematical link actuated by an
external force [31-33]. In the case of capillary actuated robot proposed in this paper, the
capillary cap represents the actuator and also the kinematic joint. This originality enables to
design a very compact structure but the modeling of the robotic structure is becoming more
complex.
This paper is proposing an analysis of this original robot. Firstly the conceptual design
of the parallel micro manipulator is proposed. The micro gas bubble behavior which is the
elementary actuator in the system is presented. Based on this, the kinematics analysis to
produce the input-output relationship between the actuators and the end-platform is also
presented which is necessary for positioning applications, and finally the workspace of the
system is analyzed as performance evaluation for the future design of the prototype.
2. Conceptual design
A schematic diagram of the proposed parallel micro manipulator is illustrated in
Figure 2. As it can be observed that the conceptual design of the parallel micro manipulator
consists of a top movable plate called the end-platform, a bottom fixed plate called the
substrate (static base), and three micro gas bubbles between the end-platform and the
substrate, with the viewpoint of mechanism analysis, it can be considered as a three legs
parallel micro manipulator system.
It can be seen that there are three fabricated through holes in the end-platform which
can be called contact holes. The end-platform can be supported and maintained by the micro
gas bubbles via these three contact holes. The micro gas bubbles are confined by the gasliquid interface because of the surface tension between the two media. In fact, the contact
between the end-platform and micro gas bubbles can be self-aligned due to the interaction
force between the interfaces. The volume of the gas bubbles can be compressed or

decompressed when the pistons move along the inlet tubes which are drilled into the substrate.
Therefore, if the three pistons are commanded simultaneously, the position and pose of the
end-platform of the parallel manipulator can be controlled. With the viewpoint of robotics, the
parallel micro manipulator system proposed in this design can provide 3-DOF motion,
rotation about X and Y axis and translation along Z axis.
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Figure 2. The 3D model of the proposed parallel micro manipulator base on the micro gas bubbles

3. Actuator characterization
The performance of the parallel micro manipulator depends on the characteristic of the
actuators, so it is necessary to discuss the characteristic of the micro gas bubble before
establishing the kinematics model of the integrated system. From the conceptual design of the
system (Figure 2) and the sketch of the micro gas bubble (Figure 3), it can be seen that
position and pose of the parallel micro manipulator system is directly related with the gap
(variable h) between the end-platform and the substrate. The variable h is ultimately
controlled by the variable u which is the distance between the substrate surface and the piston
surface (the arrows of h and u in Figure 3 indicate the positive directions). When the piston
moves along the vertical axis, the volume of the micro gas bubble will be compressed or
decompressed which correspondingly controls the value of variable h.

Figure 3. Sketch of a single micro gas bubble actuator

Since the micro gas bubble is a typical flexible actuator which will be deformed when
an external load is applied, the behaviors of the micro gas bubbles should be discussed
individually. The generic model of gas bubble is firstly ruled by two basic physics laws,

Young-Laplace Equation and Ideal Gas Law [34]. If the pressure gap between both sides of
the meniscus interface is dp, it can be formulated as below based on Young-Laplace Equation,
dp  2H

(1)

where 2H is the curvature of the meniscus and γ is the surface tension.
The pressure inside the meniscus p can be expressed according to Ideal Gas Law
pV   p0  dp  Vcap  uA  nRT

(2)

where V is the total volume, p0 is the pressure outside the meniscus, Vcap is the volume inside
the meniscus, n is the amount of substance, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and as mentioned above, u is the piston position and A is the section of the
piston.
It can be assumed that the meniscus profile can be formulated as a parabola,
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r z   a0  a2 z 2

(3)

where a0 and a2 are the parameters to be determined, the definition of r and z can be
referenced to Figure 3. For the applications involved in this paper, it is hypothesized that the
bubble’s meniscus profile is always maintained during the end-platform’s motion.
Based on the geometrical condition that the parabola passes through the edges of the
substrate, the formulation below can be written.
r  a0 

a2 h 2
4

(4)

On the other hand, the curvature 2H can be expressed based on a0 and a2.
2 H  2a2 

1
a0

(5)

In addition, the capillary force f can be formulated as below,

f  2a2a02  a0

(6)

The volume in the meniscus Vcap can be obtained based on the profile of the meniscus.
 a 2 h5 a a h3

r 2 z dz    2  0 2  a02 h 
h / 2
6
 80


Vcap   

h/2

(7)

Combining the equations (1) to (7), the numerical model of the micro gas bubble can
be obtained. In order to clearly indicate new actuator’s performance, a numerical simulation is
performed based on the model above.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the variable u and variable h when the
external force changes from 100 μN to 1600 μN with double increase. The overview of the
curves indicates that the micro gas bubble actuator is a potential micro-actuator with high
resolution, since it can be seen that the output varies from 0 to 500μm when input varies
approximately from 1 to 10 mm. The ratio of output to input is about 1/20, which means the
micro gas bubble will be high resolution actuator if the input can be controlled precisely.
From Figure 4 (a), it also can be seen that the relationship between output h and input
u shows nonlinear behavior. Especially, a relatively larger external force will induce that the
nonlinear phenomenon is more intensive (e.g. the purple curve F=1600μN in Figure 4 (a)). On
the contrary, a small external force makes the input/output close to a linear system (e.g. the
blue curve F=100μN in Figure 4 (a)). That phenomenon can be explained by the fact that a
large external force induces large gas compress. That characteristic can be considered as a

saturation behavior of the micro gas bubble output when the piston is close to the substrate
edges.
In Figure 4(b) a zoomed window of Figure 4(a), it also can be found that at the initial
range of the actuation, the output h and input u shows a strict linear relationship, and in
addition, the curves are parallel to each other when different external loads are applied on the
bubble. The influence from difference external forces embodies different initialized position
since a large external force means more volume of the gas bubble is compressed, and
consequently a lower position will be obtained. On the other hand, when the external force is
fixed, for each curve, the proportion of output h and input u is a constant k. It means micro
gas bubble as an actuator can be considered as a constant proportion link between output and
input, in which the initial value can be determined when the value of external load is specified.
The model of the micro gas bubble as an actuator can be formulated as h  k  u  hin where hin
is the initialized value of h when the specified force is applied. This approximate linear model
only can be used in the range of initial actuation (e.g. the range of input u from 7mm to 9.5
mm in Figure 4(a)), while the control model suitable to the full range has to yield to the
nonlinear model.
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(b) Linear behavior of the micro gas bubble actuation in the initial range
Figure 4. The characterization of the micro gas bubble actuator

4. Kinematics model and Workspace Analysis

The kinematics modeling is always necessary for a parallel-type manipulator in the
actual applications, which is needed for the real-time control of the prototype in the
implementation. Especially for a flexible components (micro gas bubbles) involved parallel
manipulator system, almost all of the performances analysis depends on a correct and reliable
kinematics model, which will be discussed in detail in this section.
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Figure 5. Kinematics model of the proposed parallel micro manipulator

In order to investigate the kinematics model of the proposed manipulator, two
coordinate frames are assigned, as shown in Figure 5. A static Cartesian coordinate frame
XSYSZS is fixed at the center of the substrate while a mobile Cartesian coordinate frame
XPYPZP is assigned to the center of the mobile platform. Pi and Si (i=1, 2 and3) are center
points that are located in the holes center of the platform and the piston tube center of the
substrate, respectively. Let rS and rP be the radii of the substrate and the platform passing
though joints Pi and Si (i=1, 2 and 3), respectively. It is convenient for a generic discussion
that the radii are recorded as rS and rP, although they equal to each other in our applications.
The position of Si with reference to the fixed coordinate frame XSYSZS can be written as
below in equation (8).
S1  rS

0 0

T

T

 1
S 2   rS
 2

3
rS
2


0


 1
S 3   rS
 2

3

rS
2


0


(8)
T

The position of Pi can be expressed with respect to the mobile platform frame XPYPZP as
below in (9)
P1  rP

0 0

T

T

 1
P2   rP
 2

3
rP
2


0


 1
P3   rP
 2

3

rP
2


0


(9)
T

So the kinematics model can be expressed as below in (10)
  

t  R  Pi  H i  Si


(10)

where t is the translation vector of the end platform center with respect to the substrate frame
XSYSZS. According to the kinematics of the proposed parallel micro manipulator, the

translational DOF of the system is translation of the mobile system with respect to Z axis, so

the vector t can be expressed as the displacement of the end platform along the vertical Z axis.
t  0 0 Z 

T

(11)

R is the orientation matrix of the end platform with respect to the substrate frame XSYSZS.
The end platform only can output two-axis rotation motion, so the matrix R can be formulated
as the orientation (α and β) of the end platform about X and Y axis.
 cos 
R  AY  AX   0
 sin 

0 sin   1
0


1
0   0 cos
0 cos   0 sin 

0   cos 
 sin     0
cos   sin 

sin   sin 
cos
cos   sin 

cos  sin  
 sin   (12)
cos  cos  

Hi is the vector between the holes center of the platform and the piston tube center of the
substrate. Since the rotation angle (α and β) of the proposed system is limited to several
degrees, the first two components of Hi can be considered as zero. In addition, combined with
the discussion of Section 3, the vector Hi can be expressed as the gap distance between the
platform and substrate hi.

H i  0 0 hi 
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T

(13)

Differing with the pure rigid mechanisms, the force constraint has to be considered in
the kinematics model of flexible components involved designs. In Figure 5, a normal force F
is applied on the end platform with the contact point PF whose distances to the X and Y axis
are lx and ly respectively. So the force constraint can be expressed as below

F
M
M

Z

 F  f1  f 2  f 3  0

X

 f1  l1Y  f 2  l2Y  f 3  l3Y  F  l y  0

Y

 f1  l1 X  f 2  l2 X  f 3  l3 X  F  l x  0

(14)

where f1, f2 and f3 are the actuation forces from three micro gas bubbles respectively, and lij
(i=1, 2, or 3, and j=X or Y) is the X or Y axis component value of the vector from Pi to the
point PF (shown in Figure 5).
Combining the equations from (1) to (14), the kinematics model of the proposed
parallel manipulator can be formulated, which can be used in the performances analysis for
the proposed manipulator design and the real-time control for the fabricated prototype in the
future.
As a parallel micro manipulator, the reachable workspace is a basic and important
index through which the motion capability of the proposed system can be evaluated. As an
example, a manipulator where rS=rP=10.0mm, u1, u2 and u3  [1 mm, 9.5 mm], a vertical
force with 1500μN applied on the center point of the end platform, is considered to present
the motion capability.
Figure 6 shows the workspace of the proposed parallel micro manipulator system
when the rotation motion is required simultaneously. The maximum and minimum positions
along the Z direction are 490 μm and 20 μm respectively (total motion range is 470 μm),
when the full range of the actuation is reached (1 - 9.5 mm). The rotation motion capability is
±1.5 degrees and ±1.8 degrees in X axis and Y axis, respectively. From Figure 6, it also can be
seen that the rotation motion has a significant impact on the Z motion stroke, i.e. motion
capability of the parallel system along Z axis is sharply decreased when a relatively larger
rotation motion is requested. It can be read from Figure 6, e.g. the motion range along Z axis
is sharply reduced to 70 μm from 470 μm when the rotation angles about X axis (-1o) and Y
axis (1o) are simultaneously provided by the proposed parallel manipulator.
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Figure 6. The Z direction motion capability of the proposed parallel micro manipulator

As mentioned in the previous section, micro gas bubble is a high resolution actuator
since the displacement value of bubble output is much lower than the displacement value of
piston input. A micro gas bubble embedded parallel manipulator also shows the characteristic
of high resolution, which can be seen from aforementioned analysis (piston input is on mm
level and the end-platform output is on µm level shown in Figure 6). A detailed quantitative
analysis of system resolution is also presented in Figure 7, in which the analysis is performed
under the same condition. The resolution of the piston input is assumed as 30 nm which is
easy to be realized on actual implementation (e.g. piezoelectric stack actuator based dual
actuation system which can guarantee high precision and wide motion range simultaneously).
The resolution of the end-platform in Z direction is analyzed on different position level. From
Figure 7, it can be seen that overall level of the end-platform resolution is about 2 nm if the
input resolution is set to 30 nm, which indicates the proposed parallel manipulator is a high
resolution system. In addition, the nonlinear behavior of the actuator also induces exclusive
features of the parallel manipulator system. The average resolution is increased as the position
of the end-platform is increased, which can be seen from Figure 7 (a)-(c). Figure 4 shows that
the actuator indicates a high resolution performance in the nonlinear area. Comparing Figure
7 (a)-(c), a high position of the end-platform leads the pistons to work in the nonlinear area, so
the average resolution is higher when the end-platform moves within high position level.
From Figure 7 (a)-(c), it also can be seen that the resolution is variable even on the same
position level, i.e. the resolution distribution is a curved surface but not a planar one which
shows the resolution on the margin is relatively higher and the one on the center is low.
Margin points on the surface mean that end-platform works with a large pose. That can be
understood that the micro gas bubble is approaching to the stoke limit, i.e. working in the
nonlinear area, so the system’s resolution is relatively higher. Moreover, the nonlinear
features of the actuation leads to that the resolution distribution surfaces for different Z
locations are not parallel to each other along the Z direction. The application of micro gas
bubbles induces the parallel manipulator system to reflect exclusive characteristics, e.g. high
motion resolution, which is significant for micro-manipulation and micro-assembly in liquid
environment. If the resolution is critical for the applications in the full workspace of the
system, it should be dealt with sensitively during the system design and dimensional synthesis.
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(a) Z=100um plane’s resolution distribution
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(c) Z=250um plane’s resolution distribution
Figure 7. The resolution distribution of the proposed parallel micro manipulator

5. Conclusion
This paper deals with the robotics analysis of a novel 3-DOF parallel micro-robot
based on micro gas bubbles actuator. The kinematics model of the proposed parallel microrobot has been established in which both the geometrical constraint and the force constraint
are considered. The performance evaluation index, the motion capability and resolution
performance of the parallel micro manipulator has been both analyzed based on the
kinematics model, which shows that the proposed parallel micro manipulator is a promising
candidate with micro level motion range and nanometer level resolution. The proposed system
indicates the feasibility of the micro gas bubbles’ application in multiple DOFs parallel micro
manipulators, which can be can be extended to a variety of applications in micro domain.
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